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Abstrat
We present results of star variability analysis in OGLE II rst bulge eld. Photometri database
was derived by means of image subtration method (Wo¹niak 2000) and ontains 4597 objets
pre-lassied as variables. We analyzed all the light urves in order to nd periodi variables,
non periodi but all-time variables and stars showing episodi hanges in their brightness, e.g.
gravitational lenses. Variability of 3969 stars was onrmed, among them we deteted 12 lensing
event andidates whose light urves are shown. We found 762 periodi variables. Algorithmi
methods let us identify 71 RR Lyrae and 110 W UMa stars. Almost all luminous red giants are
found to be variable. Most of red lump giants are not variable. Classiation of all 4597 objets
is presented online.
1 Introdution
The observational data were obtained with Warsaw 1.3m telesope loated at Las Campanas Obser-
vatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, and instruments ("Zero generation" single hip,
amera SITe 2048×2048 thin hip) dediated to the seond phase of the Optial Gravitational Lensing
Experiment - OGLE II. In the years 1997 - 1999 about 200 observations were made, mainly in drift
san mode in the I photometri band. Single image is 8192x2048 pixels (55'x14') in size - we refer to
Udalski, Kubiak & Szyma«ski (1997) for the tehnial details of instruments and the telesope.
The photometri data based on the algorithm of Alard & Lupton (1998) and Alard (2000) and derived
by P.R.Wo¹niak (Wo¹niak 2000) an be downloaded from http://astro.prineton.edu/wozniak/dia.
The artile is arranged in the following order: Setion 2 desribes our method of rejeting spurious
variables. In setion 3 we desribe the method and results of periodi variability analysis. Afterwards,
in setion 4, searh for spei variability types - RR Lyrae and W UMa stars - is reviewed. Setion
5 is dediated to non periodi variables. We disuss methods of deteting suh stars - as an example,
simply statistial algorithms let us identify 12 gravitational lensing events, in one ase with lensed
star being irregular variable itself. At the end of the artile, in setion 6, we present olor-magnitude
diagram for deteted variables and demonstrate the luminosity funtion of the eld.
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2 Spurious variables
Some objets pre-lassied as variables may not in fat be truly variable. Apparent and espeially
temporary hanges in brightness an be aused by instrumental defets or by the method itself. If
suh stars tend to gather in groups in the imaged eld their variability is very improbable. In Fig. 1 we
demonstrate loations of all stars on the referene image oordinate plane. As we an see orrelations
between positions of some objets are notieable. By investigating all dense regions we found groups
of artiial variables. In the ase illustrated on Fig. 2 one very bright variable inuened nine of
its faint onstant neighbors and produed nine spurious variable stars. To detet all suh ases we
performed following proedure for every variable star: within the 100 pixel radius we searhed for
stars whose light urves were orrelated with the light urve of the star. If the orrelation oeient
was greater than 0.75 the stars were onsidered orrelated and thus only the brightest one ould be
regarded as a real variable. In Fig. 3 we show histogram of distanes between luminous variable stars
and spurious variables produed by them. Choosing the radius of 100 pixels may result in nding few
stars orrelated by hane but ensures that most of the spurious variables are rejeted.
As a result we found 254 groups of orrelated light urves and 363 stars were lassied as spurious
variables. This problem onerns objets of all possible variability types. Setting the orrelation
oeient limit lower than 0.75 exludes real variables.
Independently, stars exhibiting high proper motions were also taken into aount. Those stars produe
pairs of anti-orrelated light urves. There are 98 suh pairs. For more details on stars with high
proper motions we refer to Eyer & Wo¹niak (2001).
This improved lassiation dereased the number of variable andidates from 4597 to 3969 objets.
3 Periodi variables. Criteria of aeptane
The OGLE II database of the rst bulge eld bul_s1 (α2000 = 18h 02m32.5s, β2000 = −29o57′41′′, l =
1.08o, b = −3, 62o) onsists of about 200 frames from three observational seasons. The time span ∆t
is ∼ 1000 days. Two periodi signals with frequenies that dier by ∆ν will after ∆t end up having
phase dierene ∆ϕ = 2pi∆ν · ∆t. We demand ∆ϕ ∼ 10−2 whih gives ∆ν ∼ 10−5. With suh a
frequeny step periodogram generation takes a lot of CPU time if we searh for short periods, i.e. high
frequenies. The only way to avoid this is to have a shorter time span ∆t. We deided to searh for
short periodi variables using only the data points from the rst season. There are about 100 suh
points and ∆t is only 200 days. This allows setting a greater frequeny step in periodogram generator,
namely 10−4 [d−1℄. Time span of about 200 days is robust enough for deteting variables with periods
shorter than 50 days - the most CPU onsuming part. Variables with periods longer than 50 days were
searhed for on the whole data set with frequeny step equal to 10−5 [d−1℄.
We used Analysis of Variane algorithm (Shwarzenberg-Czerny 1989) to obtain probable periods for
every star. If suh periods were found next step was to hek if any of them is physial. Using the usual
χ2 minimization, for eah period a Fourier series was tted to the data points. Number of harmonis
was set to six whih is good enough to approximate most of the light urve shapes. The purpose was
not to rene the period but to nd the oeients of the t, that is amplitudes of all harmoni terms.
The formula for χ2 is given below:
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where n is the number of data points, m is equal to the number of harmonis, b is equal to the number
of degrees of freedom used for t alulation; b = 2m + 1, fi is the value of ux on the i-th frame,
ti represents time of the i-th observation, σi is the orresponding ux error and Aj and Bj are the
harmoni terms amplitudes. One an analytial approximation of the urve was found it was possible
to determine the quality of the t. Our parameter is dened as follows:
ρ =
1
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Parameter ρ measures dispersion from the t and, ontrary to χ2, does not prefer low amplitude
objets. For two sinusoidal urves with the same period but dierent amplitudes, χ2 is signiantly
dierent, while ρ stays very muh the same. For true periods it is mostly on the order of 10−3 - 10−1
while spurious periods give relatively muh higher values of ρ.
Next thing to do was to nd ρmax - the upper limit for the value of ρ as the riterion of aeptane.
For every star a list with possible periods and orresponding ρ's was produed. We then sought the
smallest ρ on the list. The star was onsidered periodi variable, when the value of ρ was smaller than
the limit of aeptane i.e. the value of ρmax. One should not expet one universal value for ρmax:
note, that it is easier to get a low ρ by hane when number of data points is smaller. That's why
ρmax should rather be a monotonially inreasing funtion of n. For the rst season values of n are
between 40 and 90. We hose 22 stars with dierent number of data points in this range.
For eah of those 22 stars we generated 100 dierent artiial light urves by shuing their data points
with orresponding errors. In the next step we obtained suspeted periods for all the generated urves
and for eah we hose the period with the smallest ρ. As the result we got 22 lists with 100 smallest
ρ eah. For every list, whih as we remember orresponds to a dierent n, we hose ρmax so that only
2 out of 100 artiial stars would a have smaller ρ. We arbitrarily dened ρmax as the mean value of
the seond and the third smallest ρ. Finally we approximated the relation between ρmax and n with
parabola using least squares. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Having an analytial funtion ρmax(n),
we were able to determine ρmax for any n. Our presription implies that we allow about 2 per ent
spurious stars into periodi variable lass. The goal is not to miss very noisy periodi stars.
The last step of veriation was the same ρ test but on the other two remaining observational seasons.
The stars that had passed all these tests were onsidered periodi variables. This proedure in the ase
of multi periodi behavior would produe only one period - the better tted one. For example rst
overtone for RR Lyrae type d stars would be onsidered as the physial period. It is not of a great
importane sine the star would still be lassied as a periodi variable.
3.1 Results
Using these tehniques we found 487 periodi variables with periods shorter than 50 days. The last step
of veriation - ρ test on the other remaining observational seasons turned out to be very important.
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Periodi variability of only 487 of 1157 stars onsidered periodi variable on the rst season was
onrmed. There are 265 stars with P ≤ 1[d], 112 stars with 1[d] < P ≤ 10[d] and 110 stars with
10[d] < P ≤ 50[d] among periodi variables deteted in this eld.
Those are pulsating, elipsing and misellaneous type stars. Misellaneous lass ontains hromo-
spherially ative giants, sub giants and ellipsoidal variables as well as all unertain ases. Most of
the elipsing binaries are Algol and W UMa type variables. Pulsators are mainly RR Lyrae and High
Amplitude δ Suti (HADS) stars. Some examples are presented in Fig. 5.
We also sought variables with periods longer than 50 days - 275 objets exhibit stritly or more or less
quasi periodi behavior. Examples are shown in Fig. 6.
4 Algorithmi methods for identiation of ommon variability
types
After we had found periodi variables, we sought spei types of variability: RR Lyrae and W UMa.
There are well known methods of identifying these types by means of Fourier series oeients. For
RR Lyrae we refer to Alard (1996) and for W UMa to Rui«ski (1993). Our ode, based on those
methods, but with slightly modied parameters, deteted 47 RRab, 24 RR and 110 W UMa stars.
Apart from RR Lyrae our algorithm returned also 11 possible HADS stars. That is beause separating
HADS and RR is not always simple. Their light urve shapes are sometimes similar to those of RR
Lyrae type  stars. The main goal of the method was to detet the types of variability by looking at
the urve shape only. In ase of HADS stars we needed some additional parameters (like luminosity)
to make a hoie. In Fig. 7 we present sample light urves with dierent dispersions. In the last row
three last stars are HADS stars andidates. The judgment is very problemati: their amplitudes are
muh smaller than those of typial RR Lyrae type , their Fourier oeients however are more RR
alike and the periods are longer than 0.2 d. Thus, we would like to leave the ultimate judgment to the
reader.
5 Non periodi variable stars
5.1 Variane analysis
We used Analysis of Variane (AoV) in very muh the same manner as Brandt (1970) desribed.
Whole data set was divided into pakets, 10 observations eah, and mean value, as well as variane,
was omputed in every paket. Then we alulated the variane of those mean values and mean paket
variane. Their ratio θ is an oious variability indiator sine it tests mean values equality hypothesis.
As one an see in Fig. 8, this algorithm works well for irregular behavior detetion. A onstant star
has θ ∼ 1 while for most of the mirolensing events found in this eld θ∈ [10, 100]. 1341 stars had
their θ > 10, and this value seems to be a reasonable ut-o. Weak lenses failed this test, but were
deteted by other means - as desribed in setion 5.3.
5.2 Hunting noisy variables
Some stars exhibit a noisy behavior. To distinguish between a weak variable star and photon noise,
and to nd all the ases where subsequent data points are orrelated, we developed the following test.
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Eah data point was regarded as positive/negative if it was greater/smaller than the weighted average
of the whole urve. Suh treatment produes a time series of points, marked as 1 or -1 respetively.
Along with time there are positive-negative state transitions, i.e. sign hanges, whih have a binomial
distribution. In the ase of photon noise this distribution is symmetri, sine any point has equal
probabilities of being smaller or greater than the average N/2, where N is the number of possible sign
hanges. For eah light urve we ompared its own distribution of sign hanges with the binomial
distribution i.e. we alulated the probability
PKN (|N/2− k| ≥ |N/2−K|) (3)
where k is the number of sign hanges in N possibilities, and K equals the observed number of sign
hanges. We lassied as variables all the light urves with PKN ≤ P (|N/2− k| ≥ 3σ), with binomial
distribution standard deviation σ=
√
N/2. There are 3447 suh objets in the database, whih leads
to onlusion, that 522 stars were lassied as non-variables by this test. Fig. 9 shows the histogram
of omputed probabilities against the logarithm of the number of stars. Most of the rejeted stars are
stars with short time sales of variability. One day sampling of the OGLE data an randomize ux
distribution as far as this test is onsidered. It does not aet long time sale variables sine their
light urves are sampled with frequenies suient to reveal night to night orrelations. The short
time sale variables, suh as RR Lyrae or W UMa stars were lassied as variables by other means.
5.3 Searh for episodi variability
Episodi variables suh as gravitational lenses or long period elipsing binaries are easy to found using
very simple statistial methods (of ourse, periodi behavior was mainly deteted by the use of methods
desribed in setion 3). We rejeted 10% points with greatest absolute values of ux to alulate the
average value and dispersion. After those quantities were found we analyzed eah point`s deviation
from the average value and ounted separately all those ases where the absolute value of deviation
was
1) greater than 3σ but smaller than 6σ (number of these points: n3)
2) greater than 6σ but smaller than 9σ (n6)
3) greater than 9σ (n9)
The star was onsidered episodi variable if it satised at least one of these arbitrary hosen riteria:
1) n3 ≥ 6
2) n6 ≥ 3
3) n9 ≥ 3
4) n9 ≥ 2 and n6 ≥ 2
5) n9 ≥ 1 and n3 ≥ 3
6) n6 ≥ 1 and n3 ≥ 3
We found 1710 suh stars, some of them being not really episodi, but undoubtedly variable, e.g.
Mira-type stars. We also alulated the value of a parameter dened as follows:
p =
1
3 · n3 + 6 · n6 + 9 · n9 (4)
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This parameter is seletive: it prefers points with greater deviations. Among the stars with smallest
values of p is a gravitational lens bul_s1.1943 whih is shown on Fig. 10 along with other examples.
This strong lensing event had not been deteted previously with the use of DoPhot. In setion 6 we
give a possible explanation for this.
5.4 Results. Gravitational lenses
About 3950 stars passed at least one of the omplementary tests desribed above. In this number we
identied 12 gravitational lens andidates. Wo¹niak et al. (2001) reports 2 lenses in this eld, that is
bul_s1.1943 and bul_s1.2186. All the others with exeption for bul_s1.3061 and bul_s1.725 are
in their transient atalogue. This results from stronger riteria used by those authors. In table 1 we
present theoretial models tted to the data. Purely mathematial approah to the tting proedure
may result in unphysial values of some parameters beause of degeneray of the model urve. In
the ase of bul_s1.725, presented in Fig. 11, lensed star is variable itself, thus there is no point in
alulating a theoretial t to the whole urve. However, we show a t to the data around the point
of maximum magniation.
star 1943 2186 1827 2096 2948 3061 2411 2724 3844 3087 3327
χ
2
1.03 1.27 1.03 1.49 1.04 1.16 1.30 1.51 1.33 1.27 1.07
tmax [d℄ 1323.48 989.86 1454.61 1080.95 901.76 894.31 602.83 989.97 625.92 967.72 601.70
t0 [d℄ 26.13 25.88 39.15 19.14 31.13 15.27 10.92 1071.71 8.32 2.51 148.64
u0 1.29 0.23 1.29 0.51 0.46 0.56 0.15 0.0014 0.50 1.69 0.11
Table 1: χ2 values and omputed parameters for eleven gravitational lensing event andidates
The remaining 11 andidates also seem realisti sine in eah ase satter around the theoretial t,
desribed by χ2 per degree of freedom, is ∼ 1 (see table 1 for details). However, χ2 values given in
table 1 were not obtained using nominal errors provided by the photometri data pipeline of Wo¹niak
(2000). In some ases some error resaling was needed prior to the alulation of the t. The reason
for this is that image subtration method has minor problems with data error overestimation. Without
resaling 10 urves had their χ2 signiantly smaller than 1. Error saling fator, determined for eah
urve separately, was dened as the ratio of ux dispersion to average error. To ompute the saling
fator we used only data points from the baseline of the light urve. Baseline was dened as 75 perent
of all data points with smallest values of ux.
Light urves of remaining 11 lenses are presented at Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. Though bul_s1.2948 and
bul_s1.3061 may look similar, they are separated on the referene frame by 347 pixels in x-oordinate
and by 136 pixels in y-oordinate. This gives entroids distane about 372 pixels whih is quite large
omparing to the size of the image and makes a hypothesis of them being related to eah other rather
unlikely.
6 Luminosity funtion and olor-magnitude diagram
We DoPhoted the referene frame in order to math star positions from our variable star database with
those found by DoPhot (for the detailed proess of making the referene image see Wo¹niak 2000).
For every star in our database we sought the losest DoPhot star within a 3 pixel radius. Due to the
blending eet some of the variable stars from the database were not deteted by DoPhot. Almost
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180 stars were not mathed. Some others were identied with the same DoPhot star. This problem
onerns about 260 objets (there are 130 pairs of identially mathed stars). Most of them are stars
with large proper motions, for details see Eyer & Wo¹niak (2001).
In Fig. 14 we show luminosity funtion for spei variability lasses. We also present the same
funtion for the whole eld, i.e. all stars found by DoPhot. As one an see Fig. 14 suggests that
almost all bright stars are variable. Color-magnitude dependene for the eld obtained by OGLE is
shown in Fig. 15 in the lower panel, in whih all the variables were subtrated and only one per every
7 stars was plotted for larity. The upper panel ontains the same diagram for variable stars. Most of
the brightest stars are red giants. Group of Red Clump variables is dominated by stars with spots.
Our analysis onrms variability of most of the bright objets but in some ases apparent variability
may be due to the presene of saturated data points or problems with the PSF. We rejeted only
obviously spurious variables. Also notie that there are some non periodi variable stars with Imag > 20.
Some of them, but ertainly not all, may in fat be spurious variables like those desribed in setion
2 but with orrelation oeients smaller than 0.75. Presene of some others may be due to dierent
kinds of instrumental defets. Nevertheless there are some real, weak, irregular variables with Imag > 20
of rather unknown nature. The use of dierene image analysis results in higher number of spei
variables found, e.g. gravitational lenses desribed in setion 5.4. For example, during our searh for
episodi variables we found a strong gravitational lens, bul_s1.1943, whih is loated near another,
brighter star. This lens had not been deteted previously with the use of DoPhot by Udalski et al.
(2000). It presumably merged with its bright neighbor`s PSF wings and therefore was not identied. In
Fig. 16 we demonstrate variability sale for variable stars of all kinds - note the position of gravitational
lensing andidates. They are loated along the line of detetion limit. Objets forming very dense
lump around 13 mag over a wide range from blue to red stars in Fig. 15. The uxes were onverted
to magnitudes as Wo¹niak (2000) desribed.
7 Summary and onlusions
The database, derived by means of image subtration method, ontains only 4597 objets that were
suspeted of variability during the database generation proess. This value is 100 times smaller than the
number of stars found on the referene image by DoPhot. We lassied 3969 of those 4597 stars, that
is about 85%, as variables using the data pipeline desribed above. Our methods are omplementary
and so a given star an pass more than one variability test. For example some Mira type pulsators
were not only found as periodi but also as episodi variables as well. This was taken into aount at
the very end, after all the tests had been performed. Final results of lassiation an be found at:
ftp://ftp.astrouw.edu.pl/pub/mizerski/bul1.table in the form of the lassiation table presented below:
# ra: de: <Imag>: std_dev: V-I: per: flag:
1 18:02:01.07 -30:25:27.7 16.034 0.001214 -99.999 50.951 long
2 18:02:01.55 -30:25:07.2 14.014 0.000046 -99.999 -99.999 var
3 18:02:05.00 -30:25:25.1 12.282 0.003312 2.206 -99.999 e
4 18:02:06.53 -30:25:02.7 12.279 0.005765 4.338 -99.999 var
5 18:02:07.20 -30:25:07.3 15.323 0.000792 1.927 -99.999 var
6 18:02:08.42 -30:25:42.9 13.774 0.000077 3.086 -99.999 var
7 18:02:09.53 -30:25:15.1 13.029 0.000617 4.436 -99.999 var
7
8 18:02:13.42 -30:25:52.0 18.649 0.312950 1.842 -99.999 e
9 18:02:01.68 -30:25:35.6 18.671 0.040266 -99.999 -99.999 var
10 18:02:03.95 -30:25:27.3 14.253 0.000031 2.395 -99.999 var
11 18:02:04.24 -30:25:52.8 13.883 0.000041 2.289 -99.999 var
12 18:02:07.07 -30:25:16.3 17.639 0.021581 1.492 0.249 wuma
Details an be found in a readme.txt le on the web.
Our methods let us detet 487 short periodi variables, with 71 RR Lyrae, 110 W UMa stars among
them and 275 long periodi variables. We also deteted 12 gravitational lenses andidates. The last
result is very promising sine with the use of DoPhot only one lens, bul_s1.2186, had been previously
found in this eld (Udalski et al. 2000). This is due to higher quality photometry and dierent
searh methods: bul_s1.725, whih is possibly a lensing event of a variable star, ould not have been
deteted using onstant stars atalogue. On the other hand, the strongest lens bul_s1.1943 was not
identied by DoPhot as it presumably merged with another star PSF wings. Wo¹niak et al. (2001)
deteted 2 lenses in this eld: bul_s1.1943 and bul_s1.2186. Our others lenses, with exeption for
bul_s1.3061 and bul_s1.725, are in their transient atalogue.
We onlude that image subtration method is muh more eient in massive variability searhes.
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Figure 1: Coordinate plane of the referene image. Note the groups of stars - in many ases a bright star
inuenes its faint neighbors and produes spurious variable stars.
9
Figure 2: Real variable (top window) and nine fake variables loated in its viinity.
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Figure 3: Histogram of distanes between orrelated genuine bright variables and spurious variables.
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Figure 4: Dependene of ρmax on the number of stars n. ρ < ρmax is required for a star to be onsidered a
periodi variable.
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Figure 5: Sample periodi light urves with dierent ρ deteted in the database.
Dierene ux is plotted against phase.
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Figure 6: A sample of long periodi variables. Dierene ux is plotted against phase.
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Figure 7: We present a few light urves of W UMa and RR Lyrae stars. There are well tted ones, as well as
lower signal to noise urves.
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Figure 8: Examples of variables deteted using Analysis of Variane. Dierene ux is plotted against time
(in days)
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Figure 9: Number of stars is plotted against the probability PKN . Dashed line indiates stars onsidered as
variables by this test.
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Figure 10: Sample stars found in episodi variable searh. Values of parameter p dened in this setion are
given.
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Figure 11: The whole urve and lose-up of variable gravitational lens andidate bul1.725.
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Figure 12: Gravitational lensing events andidates found in OGLE II bul_s1 image subtration database
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Figure 13: Gravitational lensing events andidates found in OGLE II bul_s1 image subtration database
(ontinued)
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Figure 14: Thin line: Luminosity funtion (LF) in I magnitude. Upper panel: thik line - LF for all variable
stars. Lower panel: thik line - LF for periodi stars with P < 50d, dotted line - W UMa, RR Lyrae and HADS
variables.
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Figure 15: Color-magnitude diagram. Upper panel: variables. Lower panel: whole eld without variables
(only one per 7 stars is shown).
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Figure 16: Sale of variability desribed by log
10
(standard deviation) is shown against mean magnitude (in
I lter) for all database variables. Filled dots and orresponding numbers represents the gravitational lensing
andidates whih are loated along the line of detetion limit.
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